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Price-Fixing
"Price-fixing" isn't a pretty phrase. It has an unpleasant
legislasound to consumers' ears. So proponents of price-fixing
several years,
tion, which has broken out like a rash in the last
KenInvariably avoid use of the term. Thus in 45 states, including
tucky, we have "fair trade" laws which accomplish price-fixers'
Indiobjectives. Similarly, we find organized gasoline retailers in
ware in
ana at the moment engaged in a move to "outlaw price
their industry. Nothing is said about price-fixing. But how would
you outlaw price wars except by fixing prices?
Kentucky's notorious liquor price law might be balled a measure outlawing price wars in the hard beverage trade. But calling it
thit wouldn't make it any less an abuse of consumers' interests and
a violation of the spirit of free enterprise. It could as aptly be called
an act outlawing a break for the buyer.
By coincidence, the Indiana movement comes at a time when
the federal Department of Justice is seeking to put a bridle on the
"fair trade" mare. It has asked the Supreme Court to strike down
what it describes as an "expanded interpretation" of the federal
Miller-Tydings act which gives sanction to various state price-fixing laws. Under these state statutes, any agreement between the
manufacturer of a trade-marked product and a retailer or retailers
Cencerning the retail price of that product imposes the same minimum price on all retailers in the state, whether parties to the agreement or not. The Department of Justice contends this is going beyond the limits of the Miller-Tydings act, that non-signers of price
agreements should not be bound by such pacts.
Whatever the legal aspects, to our way of thinking the department is on sound moral ground—as far as it goes. But we'd like
to see somebody—Congress or the Supreme Court—go one long
Stride farther and wipe out such agreements altogether. "Expanded
interpretation" isn't all we find wrong with the Miller-Tydings act.
The whole law is wrong. An amenchnent of the Sherman antitrust act, it is at the same time a conitradiction of the spirit and
purpose of the Sherman law as originally conceived.
The argument offered in defense of the so-called fair trade laws
is unconvincing. It is that such legislation is necessary to protect
small retailers from ruinous price wars with big outfits seeking
monopoly. Such outfits, however, can be, indeed have been, prosecuted under the anti-monopoly provisions of the Sherman act. That
way monopolists can be defeated and competition protected without sacrificing consumers via a priee-fixing pattern that throttles
competition and makes a mockery of free enterprise.
Indiana's General Assembly, which convened today, will
be hearing from the gasoline dealers the same sort of arguments
that were offered two years ago by spokesmen for cigarette retailers. The 1949 legislature complied by enacting a cigarette price
law. Meantime, an attempt to get a similar measure through the
Kentucky legislature last year failed. It will be interesting to see
how the present Indiana legislature reacts to the request of the
gasoline men. Will the consumer figure in the lawmakers' thoughts,
or is he doomed forever more to be the forgotten man in an economy
that seems fast becoming more enterprising than free?
—(The Louisville Times)
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He actually lost control since
the southern bloc of Democrats is
closer spiritually and philosophically to the Republican party
than it is the more liberal ele(By Jane Eads)
ments of its own party.
Washington — Mr. Earle WhitBy the time the President held
that news-conference, the 82nd tier, related to the American poet
Congress has been in power only "about as distantly as possible",
24 hours. But already he had suf- has turned out a piece of literafered two defeats. One was the ture that will be more practical
selection of Conservative Senator than verse to housewives and
Ernest MacFarland of Arizona as certainly to dairymen.
He is assistant head of the DeMajority Leader, succeeding the
vigorous Fair-Dealer Scott Lucas partment of Agriculture's Diviof Illinois. The other was the ac- sion of Dairy Products Research.
tion of the Dixie-Dmocrats—Re- His work is called "By-Products
publican coalition in returning to from Milk" and answers many
the House rules committee the queries about what to do with the
authority to bottle-up legislation. large excesses of skimmed milk
A number of things become ob- and whey that yearly go to waste.
lie says that of every 104
vious as a result. In the first
place, the President is courting pounds of milk solids—fat, sugar,
trouble if he submits any genu- proteins—only 73 pounds are used
inely controversial matters to as food. The remainder is inefficiently used or wasted, he says.
Congress.
"We've been working to develIn the second place, his next
two
years will be extremely op greater uses of milk, particurough and trying ones at best. larly of milk by-products, but in
Since he has recently demonstrat- finding new uses we have to turn
ed quite a penchant for blowing up somei that are unique or bet er
his stack, this state of affairs than those which can be filled by
might result in some highly ex- other products," he told me.
Dried skimmed milk is already
plosive displays concerning capiused in bread and also is a source
tol hilt
That they are feared at this of solids in ice cream. He ays the
critical time in our nation's his- experts find concentrated butter
milk in ice cream makes for
tory is unfortunate.
We had similar situations back smoother texture, richer flavor.
in 1938 and again in 1946. And Concentrated whey in cake, used
what happened? The strong Re- in place of whole milk also gives
Even before Kentucky won the Sugar Bowl game over Okla- publican tint of Congress was met a better grain and flavor.
"We're working further on
head-on by determined men with
homa the members of the Kentucky Press Association had selected
Paul Bryant, coach of the Wildcats, for the title of "Kentuckian of aggressive programs which were bread," he said. "As high as six
per cent solids is desirable, but
the Year." Mr. Bryant will receive the silver pitcher token of the popular with the people. Franklin RooseVelt in '38, Harry Tru- probably not more than three per
awrard at the editors' convention later this month.
cent is now being used. We're trySuch national football prestige hasn't been enjoyed by this man in '46.
One question, then, keeps re- ing to increase the solids in milk
State since the 1920's when Centre College made its renowned confrom their original 13 to 20 per
tribution to Kentucky fame. That was long before the press had curring—Won't the GOP ever
cent to give additional richinstituted its annual custom of selecting the Kentuckian of the year. learn?
Mr. Truman, if he is a candidate ness."
This is the first time the world of athletics has furnished the
The story of the use of milk
year's personage to be so honored. The selection is a most popular for re-election in 1952, and there
one, and richly deserved.
—(The Shcalay News) is no reason to believe he Is any- by-products on the industrial
thing else, might follow the twice side is interesting. Mr. Whittier
tested-and-proved method of go- says we use about 60,000,000
ing aggressively forward with his pounds a year of the skimmed
program and make certain that it milk by-product casein. Threefourths of casein is used in coatKentucky is in the enviable position of having one of the moat obtains enough publicity so that
ing paper used in the fancier,
ambitious road-building programs in the country, and the best fea- the people will thoroughly strideror so-called "slick" magazines.
ture about it is that the program is operating effectively. That it is stand it.
Some is used in waterproof
for
The
war
are
preparations
being carried out in strength is shown by a report which State Highan imponderable part of this, glues and until a couple of years
way Commissioner John A. Keck has released.
ago in a casein fiber called areMr. Keck pointed out that the Highway Department has con- however.
We must consider the upsurge lac.
tinued its record-breaking road-building program in 195Q by con•
structing or awarding contracts for 2,461 miles of highways. Pro- of isolationist sentiment, bolsterThe exceptionally thick hair of
jects placed under contract in the last year totaled $35,722,730, in- ed by the statements of Robert
the Labrador retriever makes It
creasing expenditures for the past three years of the program to $88,- Taft and Herbert Hoover.
Most people thought that isola- a good dog for hunting water fowl
035,784 for 7,1213 miles of road.
Of importanciwto all county governments were contracts for tionism was extinct after the late in cold weather.
The Port of New York has 550
824 miles of highways which were let under the rural-road program Wendell Willkie wrote his "One
of the department. They will cost $9,990,487 and will be paid out of World" analysis and Arthur Van- miles of developed waterfront and
the special two-cent gasoline tax. In addition, 3,910 miles of rural denberg/ took up the torch of a employs 250,000 persons in handroads were resurfaced during 1950 and eight bridges and 574 cul- bispartisan, international co-oper- ling all phases of its export and
ation foreign policy.
import business.
verts were constructed.
Apparently, most people were
Alaska's climate apparently was
The 1950 record of the Highway Department indeed is notable.
much warmer in ancient times..
It was fortunate that the department has had funds made available wrong.
We are undoubtedly feeling a
Geologists are penetrating Alasfor its extensive road-building program during the past three years.
loss by the lack of the strong ka's mountains by plane, making
Good roads are tremendously important during national emergen- great
cies, yet during such periods highway construction usually lags and respected hand of Senator the most of the short open seaVandenberg at the helm of Repub- sons.
because of the squeeze on materials and manpower.
lican foreign policy. He is exThe wearing of tartans was il—(The Lexington Herald)
tremely ill, and even if he does legal in Scotland two centuries
•
muster enough strength to return ago because they were the symA news commentator calls the "police action" in Korea "a to Washington in an effort to do bol of clan authority, which the
dirty war". Does anyone recall a war that was clean and whole- what he can to salvage the coun- British were trying to wipe out.
.
MOO
try from its internal woes, he
The design of Scottish tartana
There are, number of persons who will not hesitate to speak 'probably is simply too Ill to be tells the wearer's family, hoot!
Ul of the dead if they can sell their statements for publioation.
etfeetive.
district and clan leader.
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to provide Kentucky's biggest bargain!
electricity IS the biggest
bargain in your budget today,
the demand for it continues to
grow. Homes, farms, factories,
stores, offices —businesses of,/ all
kinds—are multiplying the uses they
make of electricity.
Since 1947, K. U. has added 750,000,000 kilowatt boars to the state's
power guppy.
Our Pineville generating station
CC2USC

B

will be doubled in size in 1951.
Plans call for our Tyrone station to
be doubled in 1952. These additions
will provide another 600,000,000
kilowatt hours annually, another
110,000 kilowatts of capacity.
K.. U. is building for Kentucky's
future—on its own initiative and
enterprise, and financing its con.
struction ectsirely with investor
owned capital.
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TANDY-WAREHOUSE CO.
MOSS-HELTSLEY-FRANKEL
HANCOCK-COOPER-HARTON
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The men and women of AaP
are proud of their reputation for
efficiency.
In your AaP everything is set
up to save you shopping time
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cash register pita, an itemized
what you saveslip
at AaP know
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dismal &eve
Wee., /ink 100
statvonteeal
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and effort.

In all our operations-in the
store and behind the scenes-we
work hard to cut out waste motion
in order So woe you money.

Tender,Corgt-Fed,

Is there anything you would
suggest we do in your AaP to
serve you more efficiently and economically? Please write:
CUSTOMER RELATIONS
DEPARTMENT

9-P- 1PORK LOINS-END I
"
Big"
RIB
Prowl tender, young porkers
of medium weight. Cut to 7-RIB CUT
give yes plenty of desirable
meter meat trimmed before b. 45
weighing and priced for •
tit t.

AaP Food Swim
420 Lexington Arena*
New York 17,14.Y.

IONA - SLICED OR HALVES
'GA
No. 23,i
&ow
PEACHES can

A & P Fancy
cans
APPLE SAUCE, 2 No. 2
Iona tinpeeled Halves
....
APRICOTS, No. Ws can
Red Sour Pitted
...
CHERRIES, 2 No. 2 cane
Syrup
Good Quality, Halves in
PEARS, No. 2K can
Sweet
ORANGE JUICE, 46-oz. can
GRAPEFRUIT or
BLENDED JUICE, 46-oz. can
Iona, Good Quality
PEAS, 2 No. 303 cans
Kernel
A & P Fancy Whole
CORN, No. 2 can
ions
2 cans
1
HOMINY, 2 No. 2/
Kale, Turnip or Mustard
GREENS, No. 2 can
A&P
SAUERKRAUT, No. 2 can
Iona Cut
GREEN BEANS, 2 No. 2 cans

1

Super Right, Fully Cooked
HAMS (shank portion
Whole or By The Piece
SMOKED JOWLS

fige
Tle
37e
39e
29e
t5e
25o

Vie
10e

(Cello Wrap)
lb. 35e
BACON SQUARES
Any Size Piece
lb. 52c
SLAB BACON .
All Good or Dawn
lb. 57e
SLICED BACON
Bulk)
or
(Bag
Pork
Pure
lb. 45e
SAUSAGE
Spiced
lb. 69e
LUNCH MEAT
By The Piece
lb. 55e
BOSTON BUTTS
Down)
(3 Lb.
lb. 53e
SPARE RIBS
Fresh Lean
lb. 69e
GROUND BEEF
Smoked
lb. 59c
BOSTON Burrs
ss
Skinle
1-1b. pkg. 63e
WIENERS
English Round Shoulder or Blade Cut
lb. 77c
BEEF ROAST
Whole or Half
lb. lie
FRESH HAMS
lb. 65e
AGE
LING SAUS
Full Dreamed
lb. 49e
TURKEYS. 15 lb. up

lee

No. 2 can 120
CUT BEETS, lona
2 can 15e
No.
TOMATOES, Iona
2 can 17e
No.
P
SPINACH, A &
16-oz. NM 10e
Iona
,
BEANS
LIMA
Pinto or Or. North.
2 lb. pkg. gge
DRIED BEANS
Campbell's
2 oz. can lge
1
10/
TOMATO SOUP
1-1b. box tic
CRACKERS, N.B.C. Saltines
Good Quality
29-oc. jar 22e
APPLE BU'ITER
Plain
Sunn yfield
25 lb. bag $1.55
FLOUR
California Grated
6-ot. can 25e
TUNA-FISH
In Mustard or Oil
2 No. K can 25e
SARDINES
48-os. pkg. I5e
reg.,
or
quick
OATS,
QUAKER
Ann Page
qt. Jar 55e
SALAD DRESSING
can 12€
tall
evap.
IVHITEHOUSE MILK,
Queen Pantry
25-lb. bag $1..M
FLOUR, plain
O'Clock
3-1b. beg $2.25
COFFEE (1-1b. 77e)
1-1b. bag 79e
U
RED CIRCLE COYP
3-1b. bag $2.37
BOKAR COFFEE (1-1b. gle)
24-oa. jar 52e
PEANUT BUTTER, Solt. .
-oz. jar 29e
2
/
41
..
Sun.
S,
OLIVE
ED
STUFF

U. S. NO. 1 IDAHO
LB.
POTATOES 10 BAG

45c

lb. lie

Oven Ready
DUCKLINGS
FRYERS, full dressed
FOWL, full dressed
SMELTS,fresh frozen
CODFISH FILLETS, skinless

lb. 65c
lb. 550
lb. lie
lb. lie
lb. 33e

•

Fresh Frown
lb. 59e
SHRIMP (med. size)
life
lb.
d)
dresse
(full
BASS
SEA
K
BLAC
lb. 590
WHITE BASS, fresh lake
lb. 19e
ROSEFISH FILLETS, Red Perth
lb. 55.
OCEAN CATFISH FILLETS
29c
SPANISH MACKEREL,fresh dreamed, lb.
lb. 41c
HADDOCK FILLETS, frosen
lb. 1131e
POTLUCK FILLETS, frozen

JANE PARKER CHERRY, APPLE OR

LEMON MERINGUE PIES
EA. 50c

ea.
ANGEL FOOD RING, large else,
Food
Devil's
,
Fudge,
Pecan
LAY= CAKE,6-in. cake
Chocolate or Orange Iced
CUP CAKES, I in pkg.

52e
67e
3$o

Plain
pkg. 17e
BROWN'N SERVE ROLLS, doe. in
Pastry
40e
FILLED NUT RING. ea.
3'7e
GLAZED DONUTS, dosen in Pkg.

WISCONSIN MILD

CHEDDAR
CHEESE

lb. 45c

Marsh Seedless
.
GRAPEFRUIT
a
Florid
ORANGES,
GRAPES, California Red

11-115. bag 4k
1-1b. bag 49e
lb. 64e
2 lbs. tic
SHARP CHEDDAR, Wisc.
lbs. 21e Kraft's Sliced
2
SWEET YAMS
2 lb. Site
1
/
2 lbs. 15e AMERICAN CHEESE
APPLES, Fancy Box Rowse
29e
dosen
Mild Cheddar Cheese
TANGERINES, 176 size
lb. 54e
lb. mesh bag 25e LONGHORN
5
S
ONION
OW
YELL
62e
pkg
1-lb.
s,
endles
DAR.
lge
lb.
SHARP CHED
BANANAS, golden ripe
Food
790
Cheese
o
bag
Piment
-lb.
115
POTATOES, Michigan
2-1b. loaf 114e
CHED-O-BIT
pkg. 170
Canadian Waxed
3-os.
E
3 for I* PHILA. CREAM CHEES
RUTABAGAS
lb. 71e
sliced
SWISS CHEESE
Fla. Cold Concentrate
29e
2 6-oa. eons
ORANGE JUICE
Bluegrass Proses
1-1b. pkg. 3*
STRAWBERRIES
od
A & P-Delimenti Basswo
1-1b. pkg. 27o
PRUNES
pkg. to
15-os.
ss..
Seedle
P
as
RAISINS, A
45€
EVAP. rsAcnits, an* bag

A&PFood Markets

Thursda , Janua
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Auto Productiom Hits
History's High Point
(By David J. Wilkie)
Detroit - The auto industry's
1950 achievements hit high levels
certain to stand for many years to
come.
When final figures are entered
into its record books they will
show production of close to 8,000,000 cars and trucks; retail deliveries of about 7,100,000 vehicles.
For most companies the figures
also will show the largest dollar
profits in industry history.
If the difference between production and retail deliveries suggests also the heaviest volume of
unsold stocks in industry annals

it might be well to remember the
retail division probably will need
them. Ahead for the auto manufacturer lies an assured sharp
production outback, due to the
diversion of critical materials for
arms output.
Most auto makers believe they
can maintain a fairly high output volume through January.
They are generally agreed at
present, however, that they do
not know how many civilian cars
and trucks they can schedule for
assembly more than a month
away.
So the field stock of unsold ye-

"The way those men can take it, you'd think Princeton Creamery's Homogenised Vitamin D Milk had been invented"

PRINCETON CREAMERY
PRINCETON, KY.

PHONE 2•63

IF YOUR WATER BILLS SEEM HIGH don't blame
the water meter or your department officials.

STOP THE LEAKS!
You probably do not realize that a dripping faucet or other unsuspected leaks may be
the cause.
• A 1-32" leak waste, 170 gallons in 21 hours
• A 2-11" leak walks 97e gallons In 24 hears
• A 14" leak wastes Val Valens Is 24 bears

At 20c per thousand gallons the smallest of
these leaks will odd over $12 to your annual
water bill.

-Stop The Leaks -

H. B. YATES, Supt. Water

Fredonia School
News, Highlights

The Production And
Consumption Of Meat
Hold At High Levels
T he American Meat Institute
says hog supplies increased seasonally during the past two
months. The movement of the
1950 spring pig crop to market
has been relatively early, as was
the case in 1949. Because of the
3 per cent increase in this crop,
marketings and slaughter are expected to continue moderately
larger than last year during the
winter period.
, An increase of around 5 or 6
per cent in the 1950 fall pig crop
still seems likely. June to October farrowings in Iowa were 12
per cent larger than last yea,
which supports the breeding intentions of an 11 per cent increase
in fall farrowings for that state.
Hog weights have run two to
four pounds heavier than last
year in recent weeks. Although

hides looks much more like an
asset than a liability.
The 1950 records in production
and sales compare with the 1949
marks of 6,238,088 assemblies and
5,800,300 retail deliveries. The
1950 production record was achieved despite a more than three
rrionth's shutdown of all Chrysler
plants by a labor dispute early
in the year. Chrysler represents
about 20 per cent of the industry's
capacity.
But there was more to the industry's 1950 achievements than
huge production, sales and profits and high level wages. The year
brought a number of new models, more improved engines, increasing use of automatic transmissions, some wholly new body
styles and two smaller, lighter
Cars.
Packard entirely re-designed its
bodies. Ford and Studebaker
brought out automatic transmissions. Hudson introduced a new
line. Nash and Kaiser-Frazer added new 100-inch wheelbase models and more manufacturers incorporated the so-called "hardtop" convertible cars in their
standard lines.
A development of the latter
part of the year was the re-imposition of credit restrictions by
the federal reserve board. Regulation "W" requires a one-third
down payment and allows only 15
months of installment payments.
Retailers generally protested
the regulation, asserting it threatened their business lives. The
manufacturers, however, made
little or no open comment on the
credit limitations. Generally,
they appeared to believe a substantial stock of new cars will be
needed before 1951 is very well
advanced.
Toward the year's end some
600,000 of the auto industry's
hourly rated workers got a threecents an hour wage increase under contracts with cost-et-living
clauses. This brought the auto
wsekee's wage to an estimated
$1.76 an hour.
But it also precipitated price
increases by General Motors and
Ford on their 1051 model cars.
Roughly the increases amounted
to an average of about five per
cent.

The Jewel Of The Low Price Field
New Plymouth Beautifully Styled
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Boisture, Mrs. Lucille Morse, 5. Corporate stocks (including $4500.00 stock of Federal "
said, as he indicatJ
Miss Hart, Mrs. Nichols, Clara
Reserve bank)
",•
4.
ons to seed the enMilton, Betty York, Doris George, 6. Loans and discounts (including $63231 overdrafts) Lk: his in
Ky. 31 fescue and
, farm
June Kemp, June Keel, Pat 7. Bank premises owned $20,000.00, furniture .and flafor pasture and seed
kdodinuo
Bradshaw, Hilda Vannes, Christures 11.00
tine Sheridan, Ann Blackburn, il. Real estate owned other than bank premises
ants to adjust the
He
and Katherine Hale.
9. Investments and other assets indirectly representing
fences so they
Some
other
real
estate
cation
premises
or
bank
News comes to us that Mr. and
this
bank
on
acceptances
out
liability
to
Mrs. Rube Thurston are now 10. Customers'
ill not gnP and down the hill.
standing
teaching in Sikeston, Mo. Mr.
Thurston was a former coach at 11. Other assets
Fredonia High.
$3,01harter No. 3064
TOTAL ASSETS
12.
REPORT OF CON
Roy Lowery, a student of 1947LIABILITIES
48, now stationed at Camp Polk,
Ala., was also a visitor here this 13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
corporations
week.
Nancy Phelps and Eleanor 14. Time deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations
lt
Crenshaw were named recently
STA
OF PRINCETON IN THE
for outstanding achievement in 15. Deposits of United States Government (including
CLOSE OF BUSINESS 0
postal savings)
F. H. A. work.
IN RESPONSE TO C
James Ivan Cartwright receiv- 16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions .... .
r13111181111ED
OF THE CURRENCY,
ed similar recognition for his 17. Deposita of banks
U. S. REVISE
work in F. F. A.
18. Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc)
ASS
TOTAL DEPOSITS
$2,792,408.35
We extend sympathy to Mrs. 19.
ash, balances with other banks,
Kitty Quertermous, our first
balance, and cash items in pro
grade teacher, in the recent death 20. Bills payable, rediscounts, and other liabilities for
borrowed
money
States Government obligati
of her father, Mr. Ed Harmon.
teed
We regret very much to learn 22. Acceptance executed by or for account of this bank
and outstanding
tions of States and political
of the death of Mr. W. D. SpellOther liabilities
bonds, notes, and debentur
23.
man, Bowling Green. Mr. Spellstocks (including $6,
04
man was the father of Mrs. Floyd 24.
TOTAL LIABILITIES
bank)
Jones. Our sympathy goes to the
musts (including $1,
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
entire family.
owned $1.00, fur
The Yellow Jackets and Coach 25. Capital Stock:
(c) COISIMOil stock, total par
Nickel returned from Morgan
affisets
county this weekend with a vic- 26. Surplus
tory over Waddy by a SCOTS of 27. Undivided profits
AL AssErs
611-54. They were defeated by 28. Reserves
LIABI
Morgan County. The score was 29.
TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
deposits of individuals,
46-42.
ns
30.
TOTAL LIABTLFTIES AND CAPITAL ACJames Shelby Cartier is abts of individuals, per
COUNTS
$3
sent from school because of IllHans
ness.
MEMORANDA
)eposits of United States Cove
The G. A's met with Joanne 31. Assets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities and
savings)
for other purposes
Watson Saturday. They era WonMyosin'of States and political
State of Kenteciry, County of Cali:been, es:
sorod by Mrs. H. C. RusoelL
)tber deposits (certified and c
Mr. R. Y. Hooks visited our
L J. B. Lester, President of the above-named bank it
TOTAL DEPours
school last WednesdaY. lie 1000/1* aunty swear that the above statement is true to the hist pew liabilities
knowledge
and belief.
on "The Value of Time.
TOTAL LIABILITIES
Due to inclement weather, our
J. B. LESTER, President.
Correct-Attest:
attendance at Sunday School was
CAP/TAL
low.
R. U. KIN=
:!.apital Stock:
W. C. SPARKS
bert Cartier is Malting
Common stock, total par $1
friends at Campbellsville. He was
B. T. DAUM„ Directors.
MPhil
a student there in 1940.
Sworn to and submaibed before me this 8th day of Jams:Undivided profits
Harold DeLong vu a visitor
MAE HOLLOWAY, Notary Public
leserves
over the weekend.
My Commission expires Feb. 24 1964.
TOTAL CAPITAL ACCO

Farmers National Boni:

uo.i

PREFERS LIFE AND BLINDNESS: Mrs. William H. Walker (left)
of Charleston, W. Va., chose life and blindness for her 4-year-old
daughter, Judith Carole (right), rather than death from cancer.
Her case came to light as t h e result of a similar tormenting decision which confronts Mr. and Mrs. Frank Purcell of Atlanta, Ga.,
respecting their 4-year-old daughter, Carolyn. Mrs. Walker sent
the Purcells a message suggesting they "just remember that being
blind doesn't still that little voice nor keep those precious little
arms from around your neck." (AP Wirephoto)

White Sulphur News Cobb News
There was an attendance of 35
at Sunday.School Sunday and 59
at Training Union.
Miss June Keel spent Sunday
with Miss Minnie Mae Cartwright.
Mr. and Mr.. Wilfred Winners
and Sarah Ann, Mr. and Mrs.
Auther Faughn and Bettie Jean,
Mrs. Edna Cartwright and family
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Cartwright.
A study course is being taught
at the church this week by the
pastor, Rev. Shirley DeBell.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Young

Mr. L. C. Blanc, of Evansville,
spent the weekend with his family here.
Mr. Wood Holloway, of Princeton. spent Friday in Cobb in the
interest of his agricultural class.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Karuedy, Hopkinsville road, spent Sunday here
as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Atwood.
Mr. Mallory Porter returned to
his borne here Saturday after a
three-week stay in the Madison,
Tenn., sanitarium. His condition
is reported improved
Miss Josephine McCalister is
recovering at home after undergoing an appendectomy at t h e
Princeton Hospital Saturday
night.
H. A. Walker remains seriously

feed supplies are plentiful, the
hog-corn price ratio at around 12
to 13 does not favor feeding to
particularly heavy weights.
Hence, the small gain in weights
seems due chiefly to the fact that
Mrs. Willard Allen, Cadiz, is
the pig crop has developed well
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
this year.
Shipments of feeder cattle to Rob McCalister.
Mrs. Edwin Jacob and two little
the Corn Belt have been about 20
Per cent smaller this fall than daughters, Madisonville, and Mrs.
last, when records in shipments Maggie Young, Dawson Springs,
were recorded. This year's July to were visitors in the Mallory PorOctober total was 18 per cent ter home Saturday.
Mrs. Paul rPool, Cadiz road,
larger than in 1948 and 44 per
visited Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Daycent larger than in 1047.
Supplies of grain-fed cattle s Monday.
Mr. and Mrs.)!. G. Holland and
have been unusually large this
fall. At the same time, market- V. T. White spent Monday in Hoptiles of grass cart)e have been re- kinsville.
duced by the strong producer demand for stock cattle. As a result, the price spread between
choice and common grades has
The Brotherhood at Donaldson
been much narrower than last
Baptist Church met last Monday
year.
evening with Rev. Pendergraph as
Slaughter of cattle and calves in
guest speaker. Potluck supper
1950 is expected to total slightly
was served.
less than in 1649. The decrease will
Mrs. H. C. Russell visited her
be chiefly in calves because of
parents while in Paducah last
the strong tendency to hold back
Friday.
breeding stock. An increase of
The Orval Strongs, George
two to three million head in the
cattle population during 1950 is Martins, and I. W. MeChesneys
were dinner guests of Mr. and
believed to be taking place.
Mrs. John McDowell last ThursThe number of lambs fed for
day evening, celebrating Mrs.
the winter-spring market will be
a little smaller than last year. McDowell's birthday. After a dinner and the opening of gifts, the
Producer demand for ewe Iambs
and sheep is reported to be very evening was spent playing Rook.
strong this fall, and an increase in and Jimmy Francis were dinner
sheep production may get under- guests of Rev. and Mrs. Shirley
way in 1951.
DeElell Saturday night.
Total meat production is exMr. and Mrs. Lennel Dalton
pected to continue 3 or 4 per cent spent Saturday night and Sunday
larger than last year during De- with their daughter, Mrs. Louis
cember. Nov. 1 stocks of meat Cartwright, and Mr. Cartwright.
were at their seasonal low point
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Toth and
for the year, but pork inventories Marion Wayne visited Mr. and
increased a normal amount dur- Mrs. Anther Faughn and Bettie
ing the first half of November.
Jean Friday evening.
The supply of protein foods,
Mrs. Reta Baker is visiting her
other than meat, available to con- son, Wilburn Baker, and Mrs.
sumers is large. Compared with Baker, who have moved here
prewar levels, the 1950 consump- from Detroit.
tion of these foods was up as folMrs. Ray Baker spent Monday
lows: chickens, 25 per cent; tur- with Mrs. Denver Sons, Beverly
keys, 92 per cent; eggs, 29 per and Michael.
cent; and cheese, 29 per cent.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Tosh and
Meat consumption is only 15 per Marion Wayne visited Mr. and
cent larger than the 1885-39 aver- Mrs. Hayden Board and Michael
age.
Thursday night .

Farmersville News

If I Were You
There are beautiful new lines in the new 1951
Plymouth cars. A new grille, redesigned front fenders
and hood, and a wider windshield provide an appearance of massiveness combined with smart streamlining. The cars feature unprecedented roadability
and riding qualities, and numerous mechanical improvements. See them. .

Others

-And owned an expensive home,
car, fur coat, camera or jewels, I'd
feel a lot better if they were insured

First Nati

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND
MEM
Assets pledged or assigned to
other purposes
3tate of Kentucky, County of C
I Henry Sevison, President
rznnly awear that the above
movetedge and belief.
HENRY SEVI
Correct-Attest:
G. G. HARR
SAM KOL
GLENN E. F
Sworn to and subscribed bet
K. R. CUMMI
My commission expires M

WORK SHOE BUYS
SOLID LEATHER

Full Vamp Cap Toe Shoe --- Light
Tread Sole and Heel - - - Made To
Stand Service.
Sizes6to 12

$595

For the Fl

WE
LACE TO TOE STYLE 1276
Full Leather Middle Sole -Com
position Out Sole - - - Rubber Heel.
Lace To Toe Serviceable Work
Shoe.
Sizes6to 11

$595

against fire, theft, or loss of any
kind.
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PLAY SAFE - CALL IS!

HODGE MOTOR SALES AND IMPL COMPANY
"As Close As Your Phone"
W. MAIN STREET

PHONE $993

John E.YoungIns.Agency
Phone 2620

FINKEL'S FAIR STORE
"Where Your $$ Have More Cents"

S. HARRISON

Princeton, Ky.
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QUINN 4-H CLUB
The Quinn 441 -club met January 4, at 7100 p. m. and the
meeting was called to order by
alenn Roberts, president. Vicepresident David Crenshaw led
the pledge to the flag and 4-1-1
pledge.
Roll call was answered by 14
O'iver C. Allcock •
members and Bonnie Lowry led
onservation Service)
the group in singing two songs.
P Jones, whose farm There were talks given by club
e Varmint Trace road, members on sections of Kentuce an inventory of the ky. Mrs. Crenshaw, Miss Vandister conservation needs ver and Mr. Roser led the rec30 acres of land this reation.
e has asked the local
One new member was added
rvation district and the
to the club. There were 19 visnician to assist him in
itors and two leaders, Mrs. MasBy R. A. Mabry
his conservation farm
sey and Mrs. Crenshaw, present.
(County Agent)
e plan will be based on
The next meeting will be
Farmers who employ labor on
capability map which
February 1, at 7:00 p. m.
their farms and pay cash wages
at the land is best suitMORE SEED GROWN
should check into the new agriespecially interested in
Landowners in the Caldwell cultural Social Security Law afg sod waterways and County Soil Conservation District feoting farm eniployees.
Beginning January 1, 1951, the
for some livestock watproduced approximately 300,000 farm employer will be liable for
Jones said, as he indicatgrass and legume seed
tentions to seed the en- pounds of
the deduction of the employee tax
during 1950. The bulk of the seed
to Ky. 31 fescue and
consisted of Ky. 31 fescue, orchA good supply of grass and
over for pasture and seed
ard grass and ladino clover. Oth- legume seed is necessary for soil
er seeds produced in smaller and water conservation programs.
o wants to adjust the amounts consisted of lespedeza, The Soil Conservation Service,
of some fences so they red clover, red top, timothy, but- in cooperation with soil conservation districts, promotes as one of
go up and down the hill. ton clover and caley peas.
its activities, the propagation of
seed suitable for conservation
Reserve District No. 8 purposes, when these seed are not
No. 3064
available on the open market.
REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE
The SCS nurseries make the seed
available to the districts where
the seed production is expanded
and seed are made available for
use at an earlier date.
RINCETON IN THE STATE OF KENTUCKY AT THE
WILDLIFE PLANTING
30,
1950
DECEMBER
BUSINESS
ON
OF
CLOSE
Jim Durrell and Keith Clapp of
BED IN RESPONSE TO CALL MADE BY COMPTROLLER the Kentucky Division of Game
5211,
SECTION
OF THE CURRENCY, UNDER
and Fish were at the district ofU. S. REVISED STATUTES
fice this week to discuss plans for
ASSETS
lances with other banks, including reserve
ce, and cash items in process of collection... $ 715,223.31
tates Government obligations, direct and guar676,000.00
ed
604,940.95
ns of States and political subdivisions
14,000.00
onds, notes, and debentures
te stocks (including $6,000.00 stock of Federal
6,000.00
rve bank)
1,258,539.31
d discounts (including $1,536.39 overdrafts)
remises owned $1.00, furniture and fixtures
2.00
90.28
sets

...........
of Federal
. .......
overdrafts)
aad fur_
......
•
....
.......

out-

rst National Bank

and
Unalmillag

ale)
712.4M41.311
fizar
.
this beak

AL AC-

bask.
la Oaf Ma

$ 3,274,795.85

LIABILITIES
deposits of individuals, partnerships, and cor2,367,061.70
tions
posits of individuals, partnerships, and corpora422,533.22
of United States Government (including postal
82,707.80
nags)
105,753.80
of States and political subdivisions
10,218.41
•eposits (certifi0. and cashier's checks, etc.)
AL DEPOSITK
$2,0811,274.93
213.05
abilities
AL LIABILITIES

$ 2,988,487.96
-

CAPTTAL ACCOUNTS
Stock:
n stock, total par $100,000.00
ed profits
AL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

100,000.04
100,000_00
61,307.87
25,000.00
286,307.87

AL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL ACCOUNTS 3,274,705.35

Ys

95

Delta, Utah — (AP) — Heavy
alkali soils in Utah are being
made more productive by a
switch in crops. In the Delta area,
soils have poor drainage and the
salt content of irrigation water is
high. Yields fall off as the salt
increases and the ground becomes
hard and crusty.

from the cash wages of his farm
employees. The employer will be
required to pay such employee
tax, together with his tax as an
employer, to the U. S. Collector
of Internal Revenue for his district.
These. taxes do not apply to all
farm employees. They do apply
if a worker on a farm or in a
farm home meets both of the following conditions:
(1) He must have been employed by the farmer continuously
(whether or not doing farm work)
for a full calendar quarter. No
tax is due for agricultural labor
performed in this qualifying quer
performed in this qualifying
quarter, which may be the last
quarter of 1950.
(2) In the next quarter he is
employed by the same farmer in
agricultural labor on a full-time
basis for at least 60 days, and his
cash wages for these services are
$50 or more.
Only the cash wages paid to
your employees will be considered for benefit and tax purposes.
The value of room and board,
etc., will not be considered.
Further information may be
gotten from the collector of Internal Revenue, this office, or the
local P. M. A.
ADDED INCOME
The more than 303,000 pounds
of grass and legume produced in
this county in 1950 worth at least
$125,000 represents a source of
income that Caldwell farmers
were not exploiting to such a
large extent two o rthree years
ago. According to reports fronsame growers and seed cleaning
establishments 160,000 pounds of
the above seed were fescue, 22,314
pounds ladino clover, and 59,483
pounds of orchard grass.
FERTILIZER IS SCARCE
All reports indicate fertilizers
will be scarce this year, particularly acid phosphate and ammonium nitrate. Fertilizers for spring
Perhaps she's a Florist or Beauty use should be bought and stored
Parlor Operator. . . the Manager on the farm as early as possible
of a Dress Shop or of a Muski to insure having what you need.
Store. Whatever her business"- - Another probable advantage of
. . . whatever the product or buying early is that prices are
service you are looking for, likely to continue to rise. They
have already taken one rise the
you'll Bad it in the
first of the year.
'YELLOW PAGES' FARM. HOME WEER
Farm and Home Week will be
of your Telephone Directory
held in Lexington January 30
through February 2 this year. If
... your handiest guide to
you have never attended this conWHO BUYS — SELLS
vention you have missed an enRENTS — REPAIRS
joyable and informative week.
, If you are interested in going
this year let me know so that arrangements can be made for lodging and transportation.

MEMORANDA
pledged or assigned to secure liabilities and for
r purposes
225,000.00
Kentucky, County of Caldwell, ss:
Henry Sevison, President of the above-named bank, do solswear that the above statement is true to the best of my
e and belief.
HENRY SEVISON, President.
Correct-Attest:
G. G. HARRALSON
SAM KOLTT.NSKY
GLENN E. FARMER, Directors.
in to and subscribed before me this 8th day of January, 1951.
K. R. CUMMINS, Notary Public
commission expires May 17, 1951.

SOUTN1RN SILL TIIIPIICINI
AND
TILICIRAPOI COMPANY

For the FIRST TIME in this Community!

WE PROUDLY PRESENT
mormumponimpommarnmor.
"Watiett ai

que."

The Great Technicolor Motion Picture of the Story of
Farm Progress in America!
You and your friends are cordially invited to join with us as
"We Salute American Agriculture" ... and to be among our guests
as we present the great Technicolor motion picture Waves of Green
for the first time in this community. This is the thrilling story of
how farmers, farm industries, farm scientists and farm educators
in our Land-Grant Colleges have worked side-by-side to make this
land of ours the greatest agricultural nation on earth!

TIME 9:30 A. M. - JAN. 19 - CAPITOL THEATRE

RE

Crop Switch Makes The
Soil More Productive

Can you
find her?

AL ASSETS

C & L TRACTOR COMPANY
uot4.-frri/
TRACTOR

PRINCETON, KY.
TELEPHONE 3305

.4,
41 rA.rn
FARM EQUIPMENT

ttaiiervetlon. The child suffered an attack of polio last year
ni has been under treatment
since.
J. E. Boone, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Boone, has enlisted
in the Air Corps. He has been.•
student at Murray College.
Fredonia Valley Homt makers
have postponed their meeting until January 15 when it will meet
with Mrs. G. C. Fergerson.

F,edonia Nws

es Jones To
Inventory Of
ater Need

Farm laborer Now
Covered By Social
Security Program

ritanrwe
•.6
direet mid
............

Pa • Fibs

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

ay, January 11, 1951

wildlife plantings this spring.
Gordon Brown, State Conservation Officer, Division of Game
and Fish, was also present.
Plantings of bicolor lespedeza
and multifloro rose will be made
in the county as soon as weather
conditions permit. They are to be
made on areas planned for wildlife.
Plants will be made available to
the local district by the SCS nursery, near Dawson Springs.
LAND NEEDS DIFFER
Like each human being, each
piece of land is different from the
next one. Lands differ in soil
characteristics, slopes, and kind
and degree of erosion. They differ
in capabilities and adaptabilities.
To get the most from each piece
of land year after year, it must be
used correctly.
Land suited only for grass or
trees need to be used for that
purpose.
If Kentucky's agriculture is to
be permanent and profitable, its
lands must be used so they will
maintain their productivity.
Sound land use is essential on
each acre.

How To Get
Quick Amazing Relief
For YO-tir Stomach
The
HARVEY STOMACH
TREATMENT goes further
than most stomach treatments
on the market today. It is
made up of four different medicines. One of the main ingredients is belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pain,
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
nervous and lack of pep feeling. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today—.
thereis no need to staffer. Ask
Your druggist for Harvey Tablets. SOLD ONLY AT
WOOD DRUG STORE
PRINCETON, K.

Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton- Mr. and Mrs. Malcom Blackand son, David, have returned : aurn and daughters, Janet and
from Detroit, gich., where they Marilyn, have returned from Despent the holielays with Mr. and iroit where they spent the holiMrs. Gus Wigginton and Mr. and days with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Dick Wigginton and fami- Mrs. Duke Beavers.
REQUEST STUMPS WAITER
ies.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton York are
Washington — (AP) — Judge
The condition of Mr. Loyd Wad- the parents of a son, Larry WayJoe Montague of Fort Worth, at- lington, who has been very 111 at ne. Mr. and Mrs. York have retorney for the Texas and South- his home here for the past week, cently moved to Crider.
Try A Leader Classified Acli
western Cattle Raisers Associa- remains unchanged.
Russell Yates has returned from
tion, stumped a European-born
M. and Mrs. S. M. Jones, Mr. a business trip to Elgin, Ill.
waiter in the Mayflower Hoed and Mrs.
Rufus Atkins, Margaret t/Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Akridge athere. Speaking with a pronouncFIRE
Ruth Atkins and Mrs. Rebecca tended the Murray-Austin Peay
ed accent, the waiter leaned over
Quertermous and daughter, Carol, basketball game at Clarksville
INSURANCE
the Texan and asked what he
all of Murray, attended the fun- Saturday night.
would have In his glass.
eral of Ed Harmon here WednesClinton Davis, who has been
CALL 22111
"Just some plain windmill wat- day.
employed in Detroit, spent the
MARK CUNNINGHAM. Act,
er," replied the judge.
Cpl. Frank Harmon was called holidays with his family here.
Complete !now arm* •••,•••.•
"Sir, we have soda water and here from Ft. Knox, Tuesday
Mrs. F. E. Jones was called to
III W Market St.
many kinds of special waters, but cause of the death of his father, Bowling Green Saturday night by
I don't believe we have that Ed Hannon.
the death of her father, Mr. Spillbrand you say. What you call it,
Miss Imogene Wigginton was man.
windmill water?"
The Fredonia basketball team
the dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Yates and Mrs. Margaret spent the weekend in West Liberty with their coz,ch, Merile NickHogs May Develop Flu
Zuermuehlen Sunday noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher and le. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yates,
During Cold Weather
son, Dennis, visited her parents, Jr., accompanied them.
Severe winter weather, such as Mr. and - Mrs. Hershel Wring in
Mrs. Lee Burklow is visiting
has ruled in Kentucky for nearly Marion Sunday.
her daughter, Mrs. Coy Moore,
two months, may bring a wave of - A good storage barn on the and Mr. Moore in Frankfort. She
hog flu, says Grady Sellards of, farm of Irvin Jones was a com- returned home with them after
the UK College of Agriculture. plete loss by fire last week near the holidays.
Hogs have little hair and are real- Mexico. The barn, which was filMrs. Arnie Driver accompanied
ly tropical animals. They catch led with hay and work tools, her six-year-old daughter, Fern,
cold easily, he noted, and need caught fire when Mr. Jones was to Louisville Tuesday where
special care in severe winter burning sage grass from the ad- Fern will report to Kozier Clinic
weather. Especially do they need joining premises. Insurance cova warm place at night. They ered only a part of the loss.
should have a warm and dry
Louie Jones of ROsiclare, Ill.,
shed and plenty of bedding. Un- attended the funeral of his brothless hop can have protection in er-in-law, Ed Harmon, here Wedwinter, it probably doesn't pay nesday.
to try to raise them, Mr. Sellards
Word has been received here of
AND
said.
the critical condition of Arthur
Riley who is a patient in a Battle
Despite good seeding practices, Creek,
Mich., hospital. He had
roots of the important alfalfa ,
gone to the home of his son, Allen
crop here become shallow. More Riley, in
Ann Arbor, Mich., where
frequent irrigation is needed. his
condition continued to get
Some farmers experimented with worse.
His children have been
wheat-grass and found that this called
to his bedside.
plant sends countless roots down'
into the tight, salty sub-soils The
roots loosen or break up the
ground, permitting better movement of water so that high conHOPKINSVILLE
centrations of salts can be leach- Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
ed out.
Dial 3211
Tall wheatgrass can be grown
for seed, pasture or hay. Its decaying roots add organic matter
to the soil. Or the plants may be
plowed under to further loosen
•
and fertilize the soil. It is reported that wheatgrass will also
If you need a new Tractor, see our FERGUSON and ask for a
grow on non-irrigated areas and
demonstration
on your farm. Try it for yourself. Put it on tough
that near Tooele, Utah, it was
used to overcome dust bowl conjobs. Compare it with others. See how it uses leverage and the
ditions.

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis -Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, .Ky

SELL YOUR BURLEY

FIRED TOBACCO ON

McConnell's Loose Floor

Prescriptions A
Specialty

FARMERS---

built-in hydraulic system - with extra traction for heavier pulling.
Watch how its powerful engine provides superior lugging power,
hour after hour.
We'll gladly bring a Ferguson TRACTOR and Ferguson Implements out to your place for you to try. We know what it will do,
we want you to find out for yourself before you buy. No obligations.

Caravans crossing Tibet generally travel only in the morning
to avoid cold gales which arise
about noon.
The National Geographic Society says the atmosphere is so thin
in Tibet's uplands that rocks get
scorching hot in the sun while
nearby shaded areas are freezing
cold.
Natural ice is still "harvested"
for private use in northern New
Mexico each winter.
Tile Labrador retriever is usually black, with occasionally a
white spot on the chest.

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
& Implement Company
Phone 3226

Hopkinsville Road

NEW 1951 CHEVROLET TRUCKS

GREAT
FEATURES

•

make :these Advance-Design Trucks

YOUR GREATGREAT BUY!
Great Features Everywhere You Look.

••

GREAT ENGINE FEATURES
.Two Greet ENO*.
.Valve-In-Heed Efficiency
• Blue-flame Combustion
.Power-jet Carburetor
• Perfected Cooling
.Specialized 4-Way Lubrication
• Thermostatic Heat Control
• Cam-Ground Cast Alloy Iron Pistons
GREAT CHASSIS FEATURES
.Rouged. Rigid Frames
.Hypold Raw Axis.

•Illinele-Unit Rear ANIS Housings
.Neer Twin-Action Rear &ON
ilkeevrakorr arer41.)

• New Dad-Shoo Parttime Brake
floorv•-•••• reerield

• Now Tsreue-Action
teva•-••••• eemaRT
• Feel-Operated Parking Brake
freeetela solre/ 3.00•Ni

• Stewing Column Gearshift
lareefelo WM I teeed tresalead

•4-Speed Synchre-P•lesh
Transmission (in hoarier
• Wide Range of Springs

oned•111

GRIM CAB AND BODY
FEATURES
.New Ventipanes in Cabs
• Fled-Mounted Cab
.improved Full-Width Seats
.Adjustable Seat Assures Proper
Eye Level

I
/CHEVROLET/
I —

• Large Door Openings
• All-Around Cab Visibility
'Side Doors Held Open by Over'.
Center Stop
•Sturdy Steel Construction
• Unit-Design Bodies
• Pick-Up Bodies with Flush Skid
Strips
•insulated Panel Bodies
•Extra-Strong Stake Bodies
• Full-Width Gravel Shield
• One-Piece Fenders
• Counterbalanced Alligator-Jaw Head

Is

6/0
atdi
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•

MORI ODYROUTS IN WA TIAN ANT
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/011111.111111111

'141.
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STEVENS CHEVROLET C0.3505
W. Market St.

Phone

omit mom
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irigs, rirings
in baseball Make
_iunner Of Year

Plitsuurgh Pirates, selling his
stock to John W. Gilbreath of
Columbus, 0., .and Thomas P.
Johnson, Galbreath later made
Hickey general manager and Vicepresident of his Pirates. It was
Galbreath who paved the way for
Rickey to sell his Brooklyn stock
by Introducing him to William
Zeckendorf, a New York realtor.
However, O'Malley and Mrs.
Smith held prior rights to the
stock. Zecknedorf received $50,000
from Rickey for acting as middle
man in the surprise deal. The
Brooklyn stock sale involved a
121
/
2-year contract and an estimated $600,000 profit to Rickey.

Rasehi of the Yankees
(.724) and Bob Lemon,
Cleveland for his third
20-game campaign.
• Kiner again toPPed the
al in homers with 47 te
Rosen, Indian thud SAC
prised by hitting 37 in the
Man. Stan Mostal of the
nals won his fourth NI,
crown with .346 whik
Goodman, Boston's versa
at-, paced the AL with aee
Top rookies were Bus
baseman, Walt Drop, in
and Negro Sam Jethi
Brave center fielder in the
Some fabulous deals
made, among them .tes
World Series TV rights f
000. The money went
players' pension fund,
deal saw the Pirates
Pettit, 18-year-old south,
out of a Los Angeles Mei
for $100,000. The kid had
and it was then that •
openly opposed Chandler.
thought Pettit sheu'•
made a free agent. Ch
the deal stand. Meant,
/
tit won only two games
seven for New Orleans.
The fact that baseball
ed the bonus rule figures
help to Pettit and other
sters who received mai
$8,000 for signing initial
contracts. Ordinaeilly time
the bonus rule would ha
big news but it was ice
Chandler shuffle.
RED 807C CTRONGER
The Red Sox appeared
made the best player d
ter Cleveland released
Boston picked him up.
Sox also obtained two
pitchers in Rae Scarber
Bill Wight from the
in exchange for Joe D
Zarilla and rookie Dick
field. Scarborough wait
Washington to the White
in May with Eddie Ilt •
Al Kozar in exchange
Michaels, Bob Kuzava as
Ostrowski. Third base
Dillinger, whom the Bra
to the Athletics for $100
winter, went to ti:.
mid-July.

(By Frank Eck)
New York --- Baseball's hiring.
BPW Club Hears Story,
The Phebean Sunday
Cummins - Crisp
.nd firings made headlines. but
Wanda, Cummins and Wallace Sees Films Of Korea
rie stunner to end all 1950 BurSchool Class Meets
•rises was the major league vote
Members and visitors of t h e
Crisp, both of this city, were
The Phebean Sunday School
Professional
Wornsaving the sport with a cornBusiness
and
the
December
26,
at
class
met
quietly married in a simple coremen's Club enjoyed a "Southern home of Doris George with 13
m'ssioner it did not want.
money at Corinth, Mississippi,
Supper" of fried country ham, present. Each member brought a
While Commissioner A. B.
Sunday, January, seventh. The hot biscuits, and gravy at the Christmas gift and the class drew
IieriPY) Chandler strives to hold
double ring wedding rites were regular monthly meeting held at names for the exchange.
-1,0)811 to the letter of his 202,The New York Yankees won
said by the Rey. J. V. Thrower, the Cleristian Church, Monday
The hostess provided the Bible
n a year contract, which expires their 17th American League penquiz and Dorothy Cash conducted
%pill 30, 1952, the majors are in- nant and 13th World Series by
pastor of the First Methodist evening, January 8.
The program was in charge of the devotion period. The class
eat on selecting a new man "as downing the young Philadelphia
Church in Corinth. The young
Mrs. Robert Chambers, Interna- drew names for sunshine friends
non as practicable."
Phillies in tour straight. The
couple was accompanied to Cortional Relations chairman. The for the next three months.
Chandler, as a 46-year-old scores were 1-0, 2-1, 3-2 and 5-2,
'
inth by Miss Mary Leta Hamby of tables, beautifully and appropriRefreshments were served, bufunior senator from Kentucky, making the Series the most runPrinceton, and Lieutenant Hebert ately decorated by Miss Eliza fet style, to the following thiras named commissioner for a less on record. The victory made
Flather, Fort Campbell.
Nall, emphasized world citizen- teen members: Mrs. Roy Francis,
:even-year term on April 24, 1945. it two-for-two for Casey Stengel.
attired
in
a
suit
The bride was
Jr., Mrs. Johnson Tosh, Mildred
ship and United Nations.
At the recent St. Petersburg,
The majors drew 17,482,977, a
of biown with beige accessories.
Miss Sula Nall and Mrs. Joan Keel, Doris George, Dorothy
ilia., winter meetings it looked 14 per cent drop over 1949. Bad
Her only jewelry was a necklace Ladd were received as new mem- Cash, June Keel, Mrs. Hayden
be
Chandler
would
voted
a
'ice
spring weraher and television got
. of imported pearls. Her corsage bers. Reports were given on fur- Board, Betty J. Faughn, Mrs.
•ew seven-year contract. That is, the blame.
was of white gardenias. The bride- nishings donated for the BPW Shirley DeBell, Barbara Cart'looked that way to all but Fred
Both teams came down the
groom wore a suit of conventional Clubroom, summarized by Vir- wright, Betty Sheridan, Mrs.
I. Saigh, energetic president of wire after blistering pennant
blue. The bride's only attendant, ginia McCaslin, president, and James Riley and Minnie Mae
he St. Louis Cardinals. They
Miss Hamby, wore a suit of beige Lucille Hammond and Mary Wil- Cartwright.
races. The Yankees nosed out the
BA RS AT LEAVING COURT: Dale Brown, 19, attractive lave been bitter enemies. Salgh
COwith brown accessories. H e r son Eldred, members of the comThe meeting adjourned to meet and brilliant University of California co-ed, is carried squirming pthered enough executives on Tigers and Red Sox with two days
flowers were white gardenias.
to go while the Phillies clinched
with Mrs. Hayden Board, Janumittee.
from traffic court in Oakland. Calif., after she saw cameramen. his side to bring about Chandler's
Both the bride and bridegroom
their first flag in 35 years when
ary
23.
be
photographed
and
rather
than
all
night
jail
The Rev. George Priddy, pasThe girl remained in
defeat.
are graduates of Butler High
Dick' Sisler's three-run 10th-infinger-printed in order to be released on bail. She later paid $23.00
A third and final vote on a ning homer beat the Dodgers. The
School, the bride a graduate of tor of Midway Baptist Church,
clothes,
in
plain
officers,
one
fines. It took three police
showed
in
traffic
colored
slides
Korea,
of
Chandler
contract
was
denew
Bowling Green Business UniverPhillies at one time had an eightto carry out the 115-pound co-ed. (AP Wirephoto)
feated by three votes. He need- game lead. Injuries and the loss
sity and the bridegroom a former and told both humorous and pathetic
stories
about
that
country,
student of Western State College.
Mrs. J. A. Steger, Mrs. T. H. ed 12 of the 16 clubs behind him of their ace southpaw, Curt SimMrs. Crisp is the daughter of describing his experiences while Sandlick Road
,Young, Mrs. W. H. McElroy, Sr., but only nine executives favored mons, to the Army almost cost
Homemakin
The
Sandlick
Road
Korea
for
several
months
as
Mr. and Mrs. K. R. Cummins,
and Mrs. Ennis spent Thursday retaining him.
Eddie Sawyer's team the pennant.
South Jefferson street, Princeton, Chaplain with our military forces. ers celebrated their annual
1 "You haven't enough money to Two other young pitching stars,
at Kentucky Lake park:—
Christmas
party
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
R.
T.
-Humphries
Mr.
and
After the meeting, several of
and Mr. Crisp is the youngest son
I buy me out," was Chandler's Ed Ford of the Yankees and Art
entertained at dinner last Tuesof Mrs. Hattie Crisp, formerly of the members adjourned to the Mrs. Aaron Horning.
Houtteman of the Tigers, were
Mrs. R. Roy Towery, West stand.
Roll call was answered by day evening for Mr. and Mrs.
Princeton. The couple will re- new BPW Clubroom above LilWhat with the
'
Korean war al- drafted after the season.
street, has returned from a
Main
lie Belle's Store, for a social hour. naming a Christmas carol and Vesta Ransom, Mr. and Mrs.
side in Princeton.
visit with relatives in New Or- ready having brought about the
The National League turned
Visitors present were Rev. the devotional was given by Mrs. Hugh Pritchard, Mr. and Mrs.
leans after attending the Sugar drafting of some big league pitch- back the American, 4-3, on Al
all
of
Usher
and
son,
Bill,
Harlan
Vernon
Taylor.
George Priddy, Robert Chambers,
ing
stars
the
end
year
of
the
Beverly Martin Speaks
Bowl football game on New
inning homer
After a short business session, Mayfield.
Sue Mitchell, Pat Thompson, and
found baseball standing on un- Schoendienst's 14th
Year's day.
in the annual All-Star game. The
the major lesson, refreshments
At Beta Sigma Phi Meet Marjorie Sweeney.
• • •
steady
legs.
• • s
contest saw 'Boston's Ted WilMrs. Shelby Pool, East Market
Mr. and Mrs. R. T.Humphries
Members present were Busch for socials, was studied.
FOUR PILOTS OUSTED
working on a $125,000 constreet, was hostess to the Beta Cummins, Virginia Belt, Audie
Recreation consisted of games, and daughters, Ann and Rebecca, Ensign James W. Lisanby reChandler was not alone in his liams,
Sigma Phi at the regular meeting Green, Berdie Moore, Louise songs, and an exchange of Christ- were guests of Miss Lurline Hum-I turned to Norfolk, Va., Friday af- plight. Four major league mana- tract, fracture h i s left elbow
ter spending the holidays with his
Tuesday night at 7:30 with Mrs. Jones, Atha Stallins, Neva Hogan, mas gifts.
phries, of Cadiz, last weekend.
gers (two by one club) were fir- while making a great catch on
• • •
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin LisThe following were present:
drive against the
George Murray presiding at the Joan Berry, Lillie Belle Childress,
ed during the year and three Ralph Kiner's
business meeting.
left field wall at Comiskey Park.
Lucille Hammond, Pauline Smith, Mesdames Clay Scott, Vernon
SS Kenneth Teear, member of anby, Eddyville road. Ensign others quit.
Mrs. Hebert Scott, Hopkins- Wilma Vandiver, Melville Young, Taylor, N e i 1 Banister, Tillie the BHS football squad and Lisanby is assigned to the U. S. S.
Voted as the most valuable
Eighty-eight-year-old Connie
vine road, was awarded the doll Mina Tom Ryan, Louisa Craig, Pickering, Howard Pickering, graduate 0 the class of 1949, who mi"sissiPPL
Mark, Baseball's Grand Old Man, players were Jim Konstanty, 33• •
which the sorority dressed with Pamelia Gordon, Virginia Mor- Virgle Phelps, Glenn Owens, and has been stationed at Great
resigned as manager ater piloting year-old bespectacled relief pitchMiss Dorothy Wood spent the
the money received from the,gan, LaRue Glenn, Mary Loftus, Aaron Horning. Miss Wilma Van- Lakes, has been transferred to
the Philadelphia Athletics tor 50 er of the Phillies, and Phil Rizweekend
project being used to purchase Tylene Long, Elizabeth Nichols, diver and Sue Pickering were Pensacola, Florida. He is the son
in Louisville as the guest
Death claimed s:
years. He remained as club presi- zuto, brilliant Yankee shortstop.
food and toys for needy families Mary Wilson Eldred, Helen
visitors.
of Mr. W. C. Teear, 129 South of Mrs. Charles Allen and at- dent although two of his sons, Both had their best years in the stars. Grover Clevel.s..
Jones,
for Christmas.
The club will meet January 12, Seminary.
tended a ballet at Hyman audiHallie Overby, Mabel MsLin, VirRoy and Earl Mack, gained con- I majors. Konstanty apeared 74 der, 83, who won 30 ur.,,
Miss Beverly Martin, Beta Sig- ginia McCaslin, Margaret Cham- at the home of Mrs. Glenn Owens.
torium.
• • •
games, all in relief, won 16 and games three successive per;
trol of the club.
ma Phi member in Washington, bers, Lillian Pruett, Vera RoSen• •.
lost 7. He set several records the Phillies, passed on a is
Joe
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Emery
Cannon
McCarthy
resigned
as
BosD. C., was a guest and spoke to thal, Julia Martin, Martha StevHarold Price, student at West-. ton Red Sox manawei and popu- along the way and made his first after, watching the World '2
Homemakers
Schedule
and daughters, Linda and Santhe club on, the activities of the ens, Elizabeth Rodgers, Carwin
dra, of Louisville, are visiting tn ern College, spent the weekend lar Eddie Dyer stepped down as big league start in four years Jewell Ens, 60, ex-Piratit:;
sororities in that city.
Cash, Jessie Williamson, Arnie Through January 18
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. leader of the Cardinals. Those when he opened the World Ser- Syracuse manager; less-'
January 11, 10:00, Eddy Creek, the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ira Lax, Henry Price.
fired were Brooklyn's Burt Shot- ies. He lost 1-0. Vic Raschi's two- Cuyler, former Cut,
Cadiz road.
Mrs. Vernon Burchett.
ton, Cleveland's Lou Boudreau hitter was too much for the Phil- and Red Sox coac'
January 12, 1:00, Eddyville
Miss Edythe Moore,
S
Nashville, and Jack Onslow and John Cor- lies. Rizzuto, praying in every Fletcher, 65, forme:
Mrs.
Ray
Erlis,
S
Atlanta,
Ga.,
reroad, Mrs. Charles Hubbard.
Tenn., spent the weekend with riden of the White Snx. Popular Yankee game, hit .324 and set two and Yankee coach,
January 12, 1:00, Sandlick tu-ned home Monday after a vis- her
sister, Mrs. Rosenthal and Dr. Steve O'Neil replaced McCarthy fielding marks by handling 288
it
with
her
mother,
Mrs.
J.
A.
road, Mrs. Glen Owens.
Rosenthal, Dawson road.
The National Gem
and almost won the pennant, his straight chances in 58 games beJanuary 18, 1:30, Advisory Stegar.
• • •
• • •
ciety says many see
fore committing an eetor.
Bosox finishing a close third.
Council, County Court Room.
Edward Wilson left for Florida
monsters have been
Mrs. Ray Ellis, Atlanta, Ga.,
Replacements for 1951 are Mar- PHILLIES JUST MADE IT
January 17, 1:30, Crider, Mrs.
Tuesday after spending several ty Marion, Cardinals; Charley
Sawyer, serving his second full floating driftwood or
Clifton Clift.
days with hirfather, E. R. Wilson, (Chuck) Dressen, Dodgers; Jim- year in the majors, was named sea weed.
January 18, 1:00
Friendship, The Leader Congratulates North Jefferson street.
A 30-man police u.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Holmes,
min Dykes. Athletics; Paul Rich- manager of the year. In the
Mrs. Dearnon M6rris.
• • •
ards, White Sox, and Al Lopez, spring he picked the Phillies to Buckingham Palace r
January 18, 1:30, Dawson road, Wood street; on the birth of a
Mr. and M r s. D. F. Nisbet, Indians.
Buckingham Paters
son, Robert Edward Holmes, Janwin by 10 games, he said later,
Mrs. Lemah Hopper.
Louisville, were guests in the RICKEY QUITS BROOKLYN
but didn't tell a soul about it. It's British Royalty Ii v
The Winter Council of the uary 8, at t h e Princeton Hoshome of Mrs. H. A. Goodwin FriTwo club presidents, stepped a good thing he didn't. His Whiz London.
Caldwell count y Homemakers pital.
• • •
day night and Saturday. They down. Branch Rielvey
Lignite, sometimes cs.
lost his Kids just tottered home.
will
be
held
in
the
Caldwell
Buy Several at
Best pitching effp was the coal, resembles decay''
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Gilkey, left for Sturgis Saturday to visit title as the Mahatma of MonCounty Court room on Tuesday,
Mrs. Nisbet's mothe r, Mrs. tague Street. The most
New Mexico's and'
This Unusually
brilliant first no-hitter in two seasons. It
January 16 at 1:30 p. m., stated Oneida, Ky., on the birth of an
8 pound, 13 ounce daughter, Brooks.
trader in baseball history sold his was turned in by Vernon Bick- city, Santa Fe, is situ
home agent Wilma Vandiver.
Low Price!
• • •
Sharan Lynn, December 31, at
25 per cent interest in the Dod- ford of the Braves against Brook- altitude of over 7,000 feet.
Mrs. Reel W. Cairnes and gers to his partners,
BETHANY 4-H CLUB
the Oneida Baptist Clinic.
The Jesuits are said Is
Walter F. lyn. Leading National League
daughter, Elaine, are visiting her O'Malley and Mrs.
The Bethany 4-H club met JanJohn L. Smith pitchers were Sal Maglie of the perfected cultivation in Park
• • •
uary 4, with 90 per cent of memMr. and Mrs. William Hayden mother, Mrs. Mae Harmon, New for $1,025,000. O'Malley replaced Giants with an 18-4 record (.818) of the yerba tree, from whid;
bers present and nine visitors. Bealmear, Route 1, Princeton, on Albany, Ind.
Branch as Dodger president and and Warren Spahn of the Braves ha mate is made.
• • •
President James Traylor called the birth of a son, Roger Dale
Northwestern Par ag at
now shares with Mrs. Smith 75 who turned in 21 wins against 17
Miss Joan Berry has returned
the meeting to order a n d the Bealmear, January 2 at the
per cent of the Brooklyn stock.
known as the Gran Chaco.
losses.
It
was
his
third
21-pane
from a visit with relatives in
pledge to the flag was led by Re- Princeton Hospital.
Frank E. McKinney of Indiana- year in four seasons. American
There are 12,500 practicirt
Waterloo, Iowa.
becca Traylor.
polis resigned as president of the League hurling aces were Vic esters in the United States.
_see
The minutes were read and roll
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Harper,
Reheat ready-bought doughcall was answered by naming a Detroit, Mich., on the birth of a
farm tool.
son, Ronald Dean Harper, Decem- nuts before serving and accomThe program was about "Ken- ber 29, at a Detroit hospital. Mr. pany them with hot spiced cider
tucky Lands" and different topics and Mrs. Harper are former resifor an evening snack. Or split the
were given by Ronald Coleman, dents of Princeton.
doughnuts, sprinkle the halves
Keith Jenkins, Donald Coleman,
Mr. Jimmy Roser, the new as- with cinnamon and sugar, and
Janice Nichols, Rebecca Traylor
sistant county agent, taught us a put under the broiler until lightand Hilda Sisk.
new game and Miss Vandiver led ly browned.
Rawls, Mae Blades, Virginia the song.
Many Tibetans are nomads,
Hodge, Robert Lee Beck, and
The next meeting will be Feb- herding yaks on the high plaElizabeth Gray.
ruary 1.
teaus.

Dress Values
$8.95 to $24.95
Reduced to $5.00-$10.00

Suits -- Small Sizes
$18.50 — $25.00

All Nationally Advertised
Merchandise
Colorful Spring Prints
Sturdy 80 Square Percale

Nice Assortment of Children's
Dresses and Snow Suits

One Lot Of Colored

Dress Shirts
One Lot Of All Woo

You'll enhry the gardenfresh floral and striking
geometric patterns in a
choice of colors. iromfortable short sleeves.

$2

Pullover Sweaters

William Hughey
Mrs. t. F. Engelh
IN
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Compliments Of

Compliments Of

A. M. RICHARDSON

he Federated Store

Compliments
Of

and

INTERSTATE FINANCE
CORPORATION

William Hughey, Rotarian

Prescriptions — — We Deliver

OF HY.,INCORPORATED

Mrs. t. F. Engelhardt, Owner
MAIN

Wood Drug Store

A Complete Loan and Financing Service

PHONE 2083

W. Main St.

Dial 2075

Radio and Television Department

Princeton Lumber Co.
S. Seminary St.

Dial 2081

•

Compliments
Of

WAMORCHAM

estern Ky. Gas Co.

CORNER GRILL
The Best Sizzle Steaks

We Appreciate Serving You

"For Over 40 Years We Have Stayed And Paid"

In Town

"Your Laundry & Drycleaning Service"

(Incorporated)

C. A. WOODALL

OPEN 11 A. M. to 12 P. M.

WE DELIVER
SQ.

C.A.Woodall Ins.Agency
VIRGIL SMITH

•

DIAL 3081

BOB HANCOCK, Supt.

Phone 2055

McGoodwin Ave.

Princeton, Ky.

Phone 2831

Gat

117 W. MAIN ST.

DIAL 244/
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"ALABAMA MELODY MINSTRELS"
1951

5th EDITION

PRESENTED BY
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THE PRINCETON ROTARY CLUB
FOR

MUSIC

COMPLETE
EWS COVERAGE
SUBSCRIBE
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JANUARY 19 AND 20TH — NO RESERVE SEATS -- ADMISSION 35c & 60c TAX INCL.
One Hour and Forty Five Minutes Of

MIRTH

ORCHESTRA -- 7:30 P.M.
Part 1 "All Aboard"
Scene Down By The Station
Cast
Entire Company
Rotary Queen
Interlocutor
Master of Ceremonies

TO

Of

CURTAIN 8 P. M

Cook & Ward

Part II "Alabama Melody Minstrels''

Standard Oil Products
Miss Norma Sue Cartwright
Mr. Sam Steger
Mr. James Mashburn

END MEN:

and

K. V. Bryant, Dawson Nichols, Harry Long, Elwood Cook,.Floyd
Loperfido, William Hughey, Homer Purdy, Shelby Pool, HughBlackhurn, James Burnaw and James Cash.

The
CIRCLE:

inceton Leader

Compliments

MELODY

Groceries

Oliver Allcock, George Filer, Gordon Glenn, Bill Newsom, J. D.
Hodge, Gordon Lisanby, Marshall Ethridge and A. M. Richardson.

Corner Madisonville and
Young Sts.

LADIES ENSEMBLE: Catherine Hopper, Patsy Dalzell, Betty Goodwin, Sue Trader, Sue
Mitchell, Joan Mitchell, Nancy Armstrong, Barbara Strong, Julia
Anne Schwab, Jane Smith, Alma Larkins, Wanda Scott, Doris Jean
McConnell, Sara Gordon, Mary Ellen Bright, Newton Cash and
Jayne Hogan.

called
awed
ncient
situated
feet
said to
n in
oat

TAP TRIO: Vivian Moore, Sue Cravens and Kay Crider.
TAP SOLOIST: Jimmy Nichols.
:ESQUIRE CALENDAR GIRLS:

a r a gus
Chaco.
proe
States

PIANO ACCOMPANIST
DRUMS
ORCHESTRA
DIRECTOR

A Cordial Welcome Awaits You
AT

HODGE MOTOR SALES &
IMPLEMENT CO.

Virgil Smith, 0. L. Adams, Dr. B. L Keeney, B. N. Lusby, Joe
Wilcox, Malcolm Cummins, Dick Morgan, Willard Moore, John
Hutcheson, Bill Willis, Howard Stone and Burhl HollowelL
Mrs. Dawson Nichols
Mr. Don Granstaff
Bryant's "Dixie Land Jazz"
Harry Long

Mark Cunningham

MISS NORMA SUE CARTWRIGHT, Rotary Queen

YOUR FRIENDLY

Western Auto Associate
Store

Complete Insurance Service

FOR
r factory trained mechanics are ready to efficiently
your car or farm implements.
N ST.

111 W. Market St.

JOE P. WILCOX, Rotarian
W. MAIN ST.

MORGAN'S

Arnold Ligon Truck Line

Furniture Dealers and
Funeral Directors

"Our Specialty Is Service"

"44 Years Of Dependable Service"
.

DIAL 3414

Dial 2083

Princeton, Ky.

"Your Prescription Headquarters"

"Say It With Flowers, Say It
With Ours"

Dial 3404

(H. W. NtCHOLS, Prop.)

^

Dial 2061

A. H. Templeton, Florist

Be sure you use the Rotary Minstrel. Make it a Must
on your Ust

Phone 2016

S. Cave St.

Corner Drug Store
W. Main St.

Main St.

"From A Splinter To A Carload"

Complete Automobile Accessories

Dial 2210

Princeton, Ky.

DIAL 2093

Steger Lumber Yard

r

,49vvrtric,

Located One Mock North of BMW IMO School

600 W. locust St.

79-4.1

Dial 2556

Thursday, January 11,
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WHITE SULPHUR
Training Union-6 p. tn.
liev. Shirley DeBell, Minister
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
Sunday School-10:00 a. m.
. Evening Worship-7:45 p. m.
Morning Service-11:00 a. m.
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Flute of Prayer—Wednesday;
Minister
Filer,
W.
Geo
m.
p.
dews representing lives itutpr., dreams and ammtions of those
Training Union-6:30 p. m.
Services:
almost
titit. . Low,
Service--7:30 p. m.
"Ito matte up the populace vi Princeton and Caldwell.county
Evening
I tk. ua I AL
Church Scnool at 9:45 a. m.
lies
40 years ago recordeo nowhere out in the yellowed files of Twiceiii, viedisunv
Hour of Prayer—WednesdayWorship Service at 11:00 a.
A-Week Leader of those years seal oe published as a regular Leader
7:00 p. m.
Mrs. Maude Turner, pastor.
leature. The articles are letup:weed just as the Princeton re.
eine. • scree, el.40 Am.
Attend the church where you
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
them
wrote
!he century.
porter h. shm tb arter the turn
will receive a cordial welcome.
Mut 111115 W1,1/flip 1 1 All) a.111
Sunday
displayed
Nrrvics n:Uti
January 19, 1934. Princeton folkiChevrolet Garage was
People
YOuns
Evening Worship at 7:30.
were treated to an unusual sight to members of this office. It inChoir Rehearsal each WednesTry A Leader Classified Adi
Monday as Mr. D. M. Morse of
Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
day at t:Ou o. m.
Webster county drove two:: the
weulaatres
pleted a course in the rejuvenaCENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
city with a xagun pullsd by a
.ervict 1(10 p.ni
A spirited
plugs.
spark
of
tion
pastor
Loperfido,
were
Rev. Floyd
pair of fine oxen. The oxen
SUNDAY
transported ta this city by track "old plug" giving a merry "horse
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
adorning
emblem
the
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
and created considerable excite- laugh", is
Rev. H. C. Knight, pastor.
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
ment among citizens. Master Os- the sheepskin. George is natural.y
Preaching services every secin
ability
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NOW...The World's Most Popular Baler at

Added Enjoyment!
CARTOON — 3 STOOGES — NEWSREEL

thrifty one for '51

H. C. P'Pool Tractor & Implement Co.
You went the best in farm machinery. We
want to offer you what you want. That's why
we've completed arrangements to hondie Mut
world's most popular baler—the fast, depend.
obis New Holland.
Plan now to pay us a visit on your next
trip to town. We'll be glad to show you just how
New Holland's Farm Engineered Machinery can
step up production, save money right on year

for years to come!

own farm. See the complete New Holland hay
line: power take-off Side Rakes,automatic Balers.
Field Bale Loaders, and certified Baler Twine—
or ask about New Holland forage equipment:
Field Forage Harvesters, Forage Blowers and
combination Hay Chopper-Ensilage Cutters.
You'llialways find a complete stock of parts
backed up by efficient service at

Phone 3226
YOUR AUTHORIZED DEALER

satI
Jeff DOWELL • Jock 011ANONEY
;eine "Nig Doe WIWAMS • Carolina COTTON
The Pled Pipers • Tie Oklahoma Wranglers

PLUS! SECOND GREAT FEATURE!
Gs
—7411.111.1111P...w7
Rorealice...i,.xcitement...
LEGION,.
THE

MINCH FOREI

TUES. & WED.
JAN. 16-17

THUR. & FRI., JAN.
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the history of college basketball,
Feature on his team is a good,
big guy in Bill Spivey, a sevenfoot pivot man. When his mates
can't feed the ball into Spivey at
pivot they just shoot for the
backboard..Spivey does the rest,
and he's an excellent rebounder.
Rupp's other starters are Shelby Linville, 6-5, Frank Ramsey,
6-4, Walter Hirsch, 6-8 a n d
Lucian Whitaker, the
man" of six feet. Averaging
close to 6-5 in height, the starting
array can play posession ball or
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Gas is FINE in
The Furnace-not
In Your Stomach

••

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

ceteas and neiglors
When you read this report, you'll find that a
railroad like the Illinois Central is a lot closer
than you thought to you and its other friends
and neighbors.

Ferguson Tractors

Consider the freight we hauled last year. It
uded the fruit you had for breakfast, the
eat on your dinner table, the flour in yow
read ... maybe a new tractor a pair of
oes or lumber for your new house.

Dend Stock

c hauled more than two million cars of
ch freight for you. and the other people of
id-America at an average charge of 1-1/50
ton mile. Which is very inexpensive
nsportation at any time—and particularly

WANTED

do this job the Illinois Central paid 37,railroaders some $136,000,000 in wages,
spent another $71,300,000 for materials,
lies and outside services. In addition,
$36,000,000 went for taxes,
improve our service, we added 400 new
ght cars, 17 passenger cars and 56 modern
()motives to our fleet and laid new and
vier rail on 250 miles of main track.

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

t most important of all, the Illinois Cenmet the emergency transportatidn deands of 1950 ... and is today prepared to
eet every demand that may arise in 1951.
d, as we have for 100 years, we paid our
n way, used our own property and reivcd no subsidies from any source. For the
Illinois Central remains determined to earn
its way among free men in a free world.
W. A.

Nine

demanded that it keep its lead'
over Russia in atomic research.,
On Jan. 31 he ordered work on
the bomb to begin. But there still
remained the question whether
technical obstacles could be ov(By John L Springer)
and Senate races, but the Demo- ercome to make it a reality.
If your stomach burns "like
Mountainous little Korea, no crats retained control of the low8. "MERCY KILLING" TRIAL fire" it means your food turns to,
go in for the fast break.
more than a name to most Ameri- er house by 35 votes and of the of Dr. Hermann Sander. It was
gas instead of digesting. So you
Ftv Dr. W. L. Clnih
Kentucky's Garden test came
cans a year ago, became the hot- upper chamber by only two. It widely heralded as a test case for are in misery with bloat and can
()Mem.)
(rnuntv 119.1th
when it conquered a deliberate
test news spot on earth in 1950.
appeared that southern Demo- euthanasia (the killing by doc- hardly breathe,
Aerideets, which rank fourth
St. John's five of Brooklyn by
Editors of Associated Preu crats would hold the balance of tors of hopelessly incurable perPrinceton people say they are
six points. Kentucky also took ss the cause of death In )(Prattle- newspapers, voting on outstand- power. The most watched contest sons to put them out of their free of stomach gas since the
some starch out of.Kansas, trim- 1,o, bank a toll of 2.002 live!' in ing events and personalities of was in Ohio, where the Republi- misery.) When Dr. Sander took got CERTA-VIN. This new med
digests food faster and bet1e49. Of this number the laraest the year, almost unanimously can leader and candidate for the the stand in a Manchester, N. H., rine Taken
ming the invaders, 68-30.
before meals it works
ter.
Kentucky's schedule is not one saseentage WAS caused by motor chose the Korean War as the No. Senate, Robert A. Taft, faced courtroom to defend himself with your food. Gas pains go!
second 1 news story.
united labor union opposition. against charges that he had so Bloat vanishes! Contains Vitamin
of the toughest and it would be oehiele aoridents; the
the blood, give you
falls or
When Communist forces con- Taft scored a resounding victory, killed Mrs. Abbie Borroto, how- B-1 to enrich
surprising to many experts if the largest resulted from
pep and make nerves stronger.
and trolling the northern half
of Ko- with a majority of 400,000 votes. ever, euthanasia aspects of the Miserable people soon feel difWildcats finish their schedule ssiishins: third, from burns
in- rea invaded the southern half on
with more than two or three set- -sensvration; fourth, were
5. THE UNITED STATES RE- case vanished. He said that the ferent all over. So don't en on
dustrial and agricultural, and June 25, it appeared that the ARMS. Demands of the Korean woman had died. a natural death suffering. G e t CERTA-VIN —
backs.
Dawson Drug Store.
Bradley, Missouri Valley cham- fifth. were the result of drowning. United States and other United war—and the threats of an even before he injected enough air
w,-.Tr these statistics. it la evi- Nations could make only a minor
pion, is minus Paul Uhruh but
greater one—produced a sharp into her veins to kill her. Believaccident- military commitment and put
Coach Forrest Anderson has a dent that the number of
upturn in American defense ex- ing his version, the jury acquitted
rieettlftii pawl] in number to or, down the egression. But the operstrong team, one that Rupp
penditures. Soon after the Korean him.
than
greater
ation developed into a full-scale invasion, Congress appropriated
claims could be No. 1 in the in some instances,
10. BRINK'S HOLDUP IN BOSpubthose caused by other more
war, for the U. S. at least, and ten billion dollars and it was TON. This story
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arid a fine passing team, plays the night points, Kansas State by six steps, the other was wounded. controversy.
toughest schedule. Frank Mc- and have already humbled De- One guard gave his life protect7. TRIALS OF ALGER HISS
Guire's, Redmen will make it in- Paul, Oregon State, TCU and ing the President; two others
and alleged spies. Persons accusteresting for any team. They re- Butler. Bradley beat them by only were injured.
ed of aiding Communist Russia
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cently beat Holy Cross by two two points. Michigan will he
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CCNY here, may be troublesome. County Health Department.
SOUTH—North Carolina's TarSKYLINE SIX—Denver figures
heels and North Carolina State's to edge Brigham Young in this
Wolfpack probably will fight it section off what Denver showed
out in this section. State, though when it played LIU to a double
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Sammy Ranzino, the Gary, Ind., on its trip east, bowed to a
CCNY
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Denver features 6-6 Dale Tat who
27 and lost six. West Virginia, paced the conference in scoring
with 6-9 Mark Workman is im- last season. Brigham Young has • GOOD QrALTTY
proving. Workman averaged 28.8 a pair of fine sophs in
6-1 Joe • GOOD WORKMANSHIP
points in his first six games.
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the way.
Utah club, victor by 58-49 over
SOUTHWEST—Arkansas a n d Brigham in the Skyline
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Texas Christian appear as the
PACIFIC COAST—UCLA, destrength here. Off their respec- fending champion, now
looms as
see
tive games with Missouri, TCU the favorite to repeat since the
figures to be tough for anyone. Bruins beat Bradley, 79-74.
TCU bowed to Missouri's power- UCLA lost many veterans but still
house by 50-45, while Arkansas has Eddie Sheldake plus some
Pelmets, Ky.
1234
lost by 54-32. George McLeod and fine looking sophs.
Jewell McDowell are the TCU
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WHICH IS MORE CONVINCIKS TO YOU

JOHNSTON
President

MEMORIALS

...PROMISES
PERFORMANCE?
OR

NOIS CENTRAL
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ILLINOIS
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RAILROAD

Henry & Henry
Phone
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GET WELL...
STAY WELL...

thrifty one for '51

for years to come!

Proved dependability that
makes them the MOST
POPULAR Motor-fuels

VOW

It

1st-Your Job

•
dr•

(To See Your Doctor)

1I1)
ii

A 2nd-The Doctor's Job
To Examine - Diagnose - Prescribe

d1—"b-174".
"-d
wh;
etzi4441
eiea
Z?efit74m

I STUDEBAKER COMMANDER Vi
In power and performance!
nomical in gas and upkeepl
er needs any premium fuel!
'rack, ride" is a stand-out!
V-8 value No.1 for '511
Iced lower than you expect!

7iye atified/

NMI

(CORNER DRUG STORE)
.i.
i

To Fill Your Prescriptions
Precisely As Ordered.

Last-Your Job

Still annth

51Stadeha
Champion!
One of the 4 lAest pric
largest selling carst

To Take Your Medicine and
Follow Your Doctor's Orders
LET US HELP YOU

CORNER DRUG STORE
PROM 34•4

Robinson Implement & Motor Co.
Phone 2053

D3rd-Your Family Druggist's Job

Princeton, Ky.

PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS

are unimpressed by the claims
MOTORS,being unable to read,
these days. They can perform only
being made for some gasolines
on the quality that is actually is the gasoline.

The engines in most of the new model cars require higher
anti-knock motor fuel than heretofore_ To meet this need, Crown
and Crown Extra Gasolines have additional anti-knock power.
Along with higher octane, they also possess other essential qualities. . .They are made in seasonal grades, assuring thorough
vaporization, and protecting against vapor-lock, and contain a
special solvent to minimize gum deposits.
We have never found it necessary to make exaggerated claims

for Crown and Crown Extra. We sell them for exactly what they
are. .. depetsdeble motor fuels possessing the all-round qualities
which make them loaders in their respective fields.

HUGH CHERRY, Sr., Agent
Princeton, Ky.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY (KINTUCKY)
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Deaths & Funerals Classified AI'S
Mrs. Bettie Tookes

Funeral services for Mrs. Bettie
Tookes, 80, former Caldwell
county resident, were conducted
at the Central Christian Church
In Sherman, Texas, Sunday, December 31, by the Rev. Robert
Badgett, pastor. Burial was in
the Woodman Circle Home Cemetery of that city.
Mrs. Tookes died in the Woodman Circle Home in Sherman,
where she had lived since February, 1938, on Saturday, December
30, after an illness of two years.
A native of this county, Mrs.
Tookes was the daughter of the
late Pat and Susan Pruett Mitchell and worked for a nuntber of
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PENNEY'S

HAM SALAD, CHICKEN SALAD
PIMENTO CHEESE - Fresh Daily

HARRY'S GROCERY

Red Front Stores

2.59

121(

Save on Three Piece
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Cotton Knit Creepers

144

9(

25(

35(

85(

.67
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MEAT SPECIALS

HAND BAGS
1.69 plus tax

SHORT COATS
10.00

JACKETS

MUSLIN
5 yds. 1.00

HOUSE FRO(
1.00

Savings In Store For You.

Compsre, Buy And

29(

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
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29(

At Prices Within The Reach Of All. Buy Now And
Save The Next Advance. Satisfaction Guaranteed At.

FOOD MARKETS
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY EVERY TIME'
Liston to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
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BROWN'S

FURNITURE DEALER & FUNERAL DIRECTOR
Kentucky
Princeton
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